
DECORATIVE COLOR-CHANGING TAPE LIGHT 

STARFISHTM color changing 
tape lights fit into tight places 
adding accents, ambiance and 
attraction to corners, cabinets 
and more. 

Flexible and fun, use the 
smart dimming and tunable 
white features for a soft 
elegant glow or to wash the 
room in dynamic colors for a 
technicolor vibe.

Brighten a workspace 
or lighten a stairwell by 
connecting STARFISHTM with a 
voice assistant device.

Damp location certified, 
tape lights are often found 
in kitchens and baths around 
cabinets and coves. Tape 
lights offer a versatile solution 
for lighting difficult spaces. 
 
Tape lights... a popular 
decorative addition to 
furniture, game rooms 
and dorms!
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WI-FI INDOOR LED RGB AND TUNABLE WHITE TAPE LIGHT

RGB & Tunable White indoor tape lights 
offer both color changing and warm-to-cool 
white options. This versatile tape light can 
be used to create thousands of settings for 
ever-changing scenes. 

Easily installed with a self-adhesive strip and 
cut-to-length convenience, tape lights are 
perfect  for under cabinet, coves, furniture, 
niche and accent lighting. 
 
There is an optional 3 foot extension strip 
sold separately, and up to 8 extensions can 
be added to a single main strip.  
 
Damp location rated and dimmable with the 
STARFISHTM app, this product is suitable for 
use in several applications. 

ITEM TYPE WATT CRI VOLT HR PACK MASTER

S11263 Indoor Tape 6’ (2000) 20W 80 120 25K 1-BOX 4

S11264 Indoor Tape Ext. 3’ (1000) 8W 80 120 25K 1-BOX 48

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH (mm)

Dimmable, with app

Tunable White, 80 CRI
3000–6500K 120v

Damp location, Indoor 20W Tape
8W Ext.

DECORATIVE COLOR-CHANGING TAPE LIGHT 

Indoor Use Only

RGB Color Plug-In

FIELD CUTTABLE

20W 6FT. Indoor LED RGB & TW Tape Light
S11263  1 PER BOX

8W 3FT. Indoor LED RGB & TW Tape Light Ext.
S11264  1 PER BOX

3' Extender 
(1000mm)

12.07'
(3600mm)

0.62"
(16mm)

1.45"
(37mm)

0.47"
(12mm)

6.56'
(2000mm)


